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Novex Brazilian Keratin 

 
 

Discover the secrets of natural Brazilian beauty with Novex, the #1 selling keratin product line in Brazil. Novex is a deep 
keratin conditioning system developed to treat the hair and restore shine and smoothness. Novex can be used on ALL 
hair types as it is based on Brazilian women who come in all colors and forms.  Novex is consumer friendly and easily 
used at home. It does not take out curls or waves and simply defrizzes the hair for ultimate shine and silkiness. Novex is 
one of the only keratin companies available in the US that is Brazilian owned and manufactured.   
 
Brazilian Keratin (Smoothing and Deep Repair) 
Keratin is the primary protein found in hair particles and is essential for healthy hair. However, 70-80% of the keratin in 
hair is lost due to blow drying, curling irons, straighteners, sun rays, excessive heat and dryness and other harmful 
chemicals. Keratin reinforces the structure of the hair and results in shiny, soft hair with natural movement.  
 
To Use: 
1: Apply Novex Brazilian Keratin Shampoo and rinse. 
2: After Shampoo apply Novex Brazilian Keratin Deep Hair Care Treatment to moist hair and massage. 
3: Allow deep treatment to sit on hair for 25 minutes and then rinse well. 
4: Optional: apply Blindagem Brazilian Keratin before blow drying as a heat protectant and for extra shine. Or apply 
Keratin Recharge as an extra deep leave in conditioner. 
4: Use Novex Brazilian Keratin Conditioner for daily care. 
 
Novex Brazilian Keratin Shampoo, $7.99 
Novex Brazilian Keratin Deep Hair Care Treatment, 14.1 oz- $8.99/ 35.3oz- $16.99 
Novex Blindagem Brazilian Keratin, $10.99 
Novex Keratin Recharge, $5.99 
Novex Brazilian Keratin Conditioner, $7.99 
 

Novex is available at www.novexhaircare.com. 
For more information on Novex, please contact Mari Lizardo @ Novex Hair Care.  

201.428.1806 – mari.lizardo@embelleze.com  
 


